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Japanese Three Day Seminar In
Oiso
After three days together in Oiso, near Yokohama
in Japan, in a nice hotel along the beach, and most
importantly with Maitreya Rael, we were 300 happy Raelians who couldn’t believe our chance to have
witnessed such a fantastic seminar. Each teaching of
our Beloved Prophet was so powerful!!! All along we
not only felt connected to our parents from space but
also empowered by them to do something with our
life, something that is part of the plan as our Beloved
Prophet said right from the start.
“In life, nothing happens by chance. Everything
is organized by the sky. They know you, they know
everything about you, they watch you 24 hours a
day. If you are here it is because you all have something to do, something that is part of the plan they
have designed”.
Let’s Build The Embassy In Japan
A huge wave of enthusiasm engulfed the room when Maitreya Rael said ‘My dream is to build
the Embassy in Japan”.
A very powerful speech that definitely moved everyone:
“Everyone of you here should have this dream. The power of a dream is so strong, if we dream it every
day, we can do it. The Elohim say that it would be good to do it in Israel, if possible, but Israel has already
refused seven times. If Japan accepts to do it, we will ask Israel one more time. If they refuse, then we can
build it here.
I am almost sure they will refuse. The Elohim called them the stiff-necked people in the Bible… We
are more Jewish than the ones in Israel. To be Jewish is to love Elohim and to be ready to welcome the
Messiah and build the third Temple. Since they said no, then they are not really Jewish, they just claim
to be Jewish. We are the only people on Earth thinking every morning: ‘Elohim, I want to welcome you’,
loving the Maitreya, willing to build the Temple. Only us, the Raelians think that way, every day of our
life. Because it is your dream, you are the real Jews.
You also need to remember that Japan has a special place for the Elohim.
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The Apocalypse era started here in Hiroshima, not in Israel. Also
it was said to happen at the 666th generation of the human being.
At the time of the Hiroshima bombing, the Emperor was the 666th
after Amaterasu. So there is a real chance that the Embassy could be
built in Japan. I am confident that we can do it together!”
He also reminded us that Raelians have a huge influence on
the Planet.
“Scientists, artists, politicians, they all know about us and we
are changing them. Even if they laugh at us, they know us. Some
may say that we are ridiculous, making fun of us, but inside, when
they are alone, some say ‘what if it was true?’ They won’t say it publicly but inside, they know it makes sense. Many are like that in
the world. Some of you were the same, you didn’t want to tell your
family, your friends. It may have taken you 20 years to come here.
Remember, for one who says ‘OK I am Raelian’, 1,000 don’t dare
to come! They are however helping us to change the Planet and to
welcome the Elohim.”
Financial Crisis
Maitreya Rael also talked about the Financial Crisis that our media cover at length at the moment.
“We are living in an interesting time. The financial world is in
big trouble. People live a terrible drama as the economy collapses but
we, Raelians, are laughing. We have been waiting for it. The Monetary system is broken and what we see now is just the beginning. The
messages have announced it and we know that the only solution is a
World currency. Soon the dollar will be worth less than the paper it is
printed on. And it is the same for the Yen, the Euro, all the currencies.
They have no value. Soon they will be completely destroyed. It will be
painful for some. The stock-market is plummeting, people are losing
their job, but this is very positive. It is like when a woman gives birth,
there is pain but at the end there is a baby. We are witnessing the birth
of a world currency.
Once established, the next step will be to have no money at all. It
is coming very soon. It is the beginning of the Golden Age. Raelians
rejoice because we know that it is coming. Money and politicians create violence, jails and criminals. Without money at all, there won’t
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be crime anymore, except of course for a
few unbalanced people who will need to
go to hospitals. But if there is no money
anymore, we won’t need jails. No one will
need to steal anything since everything will
be available for all. Cars are already made
by robots, we don’t need to pay robots and
why should we pay to enrich the owners of
the robots. Cars could be made available
for all and no one would try to steal somebody else’s car. Same for money, if there is
no money, no one will try to steal it.
The real values will then reappear.
Gold, money, power, this is bullshit. If you
don’t need money, what do you want?
Love…

Art…
As you don’t have to go to the office or the factory anymore, what do you do? You learn how to
paint, to dance, to make music. Once done, once
you have achieved a piece of art, you cannot sell it
since there is no money. So you will give it to someone you love.
Love is the only way.
A world without money will bring love to every5
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body. It will happen! It is the only way to escape destruction. To destroy money and work is the only way to
save the Planet.
On the Elohim’s planet, there is no money, no work, They do art, love, meditation, happiness. It
works… it is the best way to be in harmony with the Universe.
Work Is Slavery.
You are a slave when someone owns you and you are forced to work. The company you work for owns
you. It gives you enough to survive. Just like the slaves in the past had food and shelter. Workers of today are
slaves. In the past, in order to control slaves, they had big fences and guns. Now to control the slaves, they
don’t need fences anymore, they have credit. 30 years of slavery to pay for your house. For 30 years you won’t
escape. Every month you pay for your car, your HDTV. The government and the advertising companies have
transformed you into slaves. Aren’t you tired of being slaves? People think it isn’t possible to escape, even you
think it isn’t possible. No, it is possible. We don’t need to work, we don’t need money.
Robots, computers and nanotechnology combined can do everything you do, even better than you do.
Surgery is a good example, robots are often better than surgeons. If computers can do the job, we don’t need
to do it. And since robots don’t need to be paid, we don’t need money. We can enjoy everything for free. It is
coming very fast. The economy is crumbling down, it is happening, all by itself!
You do not panic because you know it brings a world without money or work as the Messages of the
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Elohim announced it 35 years ago.
People are worried when they hear about bank bankruptcies.
When you see it, rejoice!
It is bringing what I described to you: a world without money,
politicians, army, violence; a world where we can enjoy life and give
love. It is coming because money is collapsing. We are living the most
exciting time in the whole history of Humanity.
Let’s thank the Elohim for this teaching which helps us live this
fantastic time!
The Caterpillar Tale
Maitreya guided us through some meditations and he commented on how we can change our brains in the process…
“Can a caterpillar fly? No, but it will become a butterfly. The
caterpillar doesn’t know it can fly. The second genetic code, the one of
the butterfly, will start only when ready. The brain of the caterpillar and of the butterfly is very different.
Imagine you are the seed of a tree underground and you start to grow, to have a trunk, then a few leaves,
then you reach a point where you can have flowers, very few, and then fruits. Much later the tree produces
100 kg of apples…When we start meditation, the brain cannot imagine how the brain will be after a long
term meditation.
With little connections comes small power. Much later, after years of practice, you will feel one with the
Universe, with other people; just like violin players take years to develop their violin brain.
Meditation is good for that; you see one side and the other side as well. You are a caterpillar becoming
(A) butterfly. My goal is to make you all butterflies. When the butterfly flies higher, it sees the Universe…
you will feel one with others…
It will seem difficult at first, you understand but you don’t
feel it. It is like playing piano without training, it isn’t too
beautiful. But after 20 years of practice, you become like Cameron. It is the same with meditation. People think that you just
need to sit and you do it. To become a Mozart of meditation
takes training. Every day a little bit and when you are a butterfly, you will see something very different.”
“You cannot imagine the meditation you will have
with your brain once you have changed your brain
through meditation… an eternal exploration”.
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Japanese Seminar was held on 1st, 2nd and 3rd of November. There were 278 participants including 30 non members. Each
day was filled with exceptional, literally cell vibrating teaching from Maitraya and Brigitte. We welcomed 10 of new international Raelian members to our family. This seminar was a very special one for us, Japanese people.
Maitreya announced that we will start “ Build the Embassy in Japan “ campaign this year.
Also he mentioned that Amaterasu will be among them when they arrive at the Embassy.
Amateras( Sun Goddess) and a Japanese male mated and their first child became the
first emperor, according to the shinto myth, so it can’t be a coincidence that Maitraya
was born in the year of the emperor of 666th generation.
As Maitreya reminded us during the seminar that we, each one of us, build the embassy in our heart first, then after that, we visualize building the embassy here in Japan
each day.
“Are we truly ready to welcome Elohim in heart, if they arrive tomorrow?”
This is the question that we keep asking to ourselves everyday, so that we will stimulate
our consciousness to reach higher and grow faster. We begin the preparation of welcoming Elohim in our hearts.
Maitraya Rael, we feel such a privilege that we can spend time together in this era, such
happiness and such love.
We love you, our Beloved Prophet Rael.
Kumiko

Michio, National Guide of Japan wrote right after the seminar:
“I can’t forget the moment where Brigitte and I could not stop laughing
in the lecture after Maitreya’s imitation of Robert Begnini on the stage.
I disturbed Brigitte’s teaching with my non stop laughter, and Brigitte
couldn’t stop laughing looking at me also. When it was happening, Maitreya said to me ‘it’s the best seminar ever’!
Yes, we laughed and cried
of happiness. Michio’s
tears moved us all when
he thanked our Beloved
Prophet at the end of the
seminar and our Beloved
Prophet told us all that
,with Michio, he felt like
being with a brother....

News And Views
Clive Maund
To keep on the subject of the economy here is what Clive Maund, an economist, posted on a website on November
20th:

“After years of exponentially expanding profligacy based on unbridled expansion of the money supply and debt, the
Fiat Money system has run out of track
and is disappearing straight over the edge
of the cliff. Most politicians and World
leaders can’t grasp this simple fact, their
thought processes are rooted in an era that is now coming to an end - so their futile attempt to return
to “business as usual” by means of zero interest rates and unbridled money supply expansion is having no effect - this is because in the same way that you can take a horse to water but you can’t make
it drink, you can drop interest rates to zero but you can’t force people to borrow. The only hope for
business leaders now is that aliens from another planet where interest rates are 10% or more land and
8
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they can get a carry trade going with them. Apart from that remote prospect we are staring straight
down the barrel of a deflationary depression. Mr Barack Obama is about to inherit the biggest mess
in history. One of the ultimate consequences of all this is a probable return to a gold standard, or at
least something that re-establishes a linkage with the Precious Metals as an anchoring store of value.
This is the last thing politicians want - discipline and restraint are not their cup of tea at all - and
they can be expected to resist this with all the means at their disposal, but the implosion of the Fiat
money system, which is now so overextended it is dissipating and collapsing back in upon itself, will
ultimately leave them no choice. Thus, while gold would clearly benefit from an inflationary environment, it will probably end up doing even better in a deflationary one, especially where interest rates
are close to zero, and we should not overlook that in a deflationary environment even if gold falls in
nominal price, provided that it is falling less fast than everything else it is actually gaining in value.
Finally GOLD IS MONEY - paper currencies come and go and when they are abused, as is inevitable
in a Fiat system, they end up worthless, which has happened many times in history. This is why those
gold holders who truly understand its value couldn’t give two hoots about its price in paper money.”
Our Beloved Prophet commented as follows:
According to this economist only extraterrestrials can save the monetary system... he is not so far from
the truth....except that they will help destroy totally the concept of money.
And yes, for a little while, gold may be a safe-haven for people who have savings and to help them to
be less affected by the cataclysmic crumbling of the world financial institutions which is only beginning.
Because you cannot print gold overnight.
But in the end, the very concept of “money” , made of paper or gold or whatever else, will simply disappear, because when robots, computers and nanobots produce what we need, there is no more reason to pay
for it and make those who own the robots richer. And because if no employees or workers are required to
produce things, then nobody gets paid, so nobody has money to buy it.
Then the only valuable thing will be love and a huge reeducation of humanity will take place in a
society providing everything we need for free for all human beings.
Until then, replacing your paper money with gold is a good idea. And when gold will also lose it’s value,
you can still melt it down to create beautiful pieces of art that you will be able to offer as a gift to the people
you love.
http://www.clivemaund.com:80/article.php?art_id=68
Rwanda’s Chief Of Protocol Arrest In Germany Is “ Judicial Colonialism”.
Rwanda’s chief of protocol, was arrested on Sunday upon her arrival at Frankfurt Airport under
a French-issued arrest warrant for her alleged role in the assassination of former President Juvenal
Habyarimana. Upon learning of the arrest, our Beloved Prophet described it as “yet another act of
9
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judicial colonialism”.
He said:
“African judges should reply by launching international arrest warrants against French individuals
suspected of having committed crimes in France. If it works one way, it should be reciprocal. If not, it’s pure
colonialism.”
“All other African countries should cancel their diplomatic relations with France as an act of anticolonialist solidarity.”
On the day following Kabuye’s arrest, the Rwanda government expelled Germany’s envoy and recalled
its own ambassador from Germany, and the African Union released a statement expressing “dismay and
concern” over Kabuye’s arrest, saying she should have been entitled to immunity since she was on official
business.
Rael applauded the Rwandan government’s decision, calling it “a great move in the right direction.”
He urged all African countries to act in solidarity with Rwanda by cutting diplomatic relations with
both France and the European Union.
“Kama, Africa’s real name before colonization, doesn’t need Europe,” he added. “By building relationships with countries such as China and India, it can easily replace the old colonial masters, who behave as
though they still own Africa. As ex-colonized countries themselves, the Asian countries have a better understanding of and a real respect for African countries.”
RAEL: African Children Killed For ‘Witchcraft’, Another Crime Of Colonization
Thousands of children in the Niger delta of West Africa suffer intolerable cruelty at the hands
of so-called Christian pastors who proclaimed them witches. Banking on the fears of superstitious
people, they offer expensive exorcisms during which they torture the accused children and sometimes
even kill them.
According to a recent documentary aired by Channel 4 in the UK, a man from Ibaka in Akwa
Ibom, who calls himself “the Bishop”, has made a fortune conducting “exorcisms” of children, claiming that they are possessed by the devil and eat human flesh. He told a reporter of Dispatches that he
had killed “up to 110 people” who were identified as witches.
In an official statement last week, our Beloved Prophet outlined that the roots of such a horrible
plight come from the adoption by the people of Kama of the religion of the colonizers.
“By adopting the religion of their colonizers, they betrayed their ancestors. The African people should
apostatize massively from such a horrendous religion which practices infanticide in the name of god while
racketing the population with their superstitious practice!”
“Traditional religions of Kama have never been bloody” says Uriel Nawej, specialist in African
10
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culture and a Raelian bishop. “They had past religious practices to help those who they believe, were
possessed, but they never practiced such tragic witch-branding on children and they never kill anyone
possessed by ‘bad spirits’”.
“Only a barbaric religion like the colonizers’ religion, -the Christian religion-, could bring such a horrible practice’ said Rael. “Christians behave in a much more primitive and barbaric way than the supposedly primitive populations they pretend to ‘civilize’.
The Prophet Rael has expressed his support to Sam Itauma who runs the Child Rights and Rehabilitation Network (CRARN), a makeshift shelter and school in Eket for 150 children who have
been deemed to be possessed.
Cosplay, A Wonderful Trend
Cosplay, short for “costume play”, is a type of performance art whose participants outfit themselves, with often-elaborate costumes and accessories, as a specific character. Characters are usually
sourced in various Japanese and East Asian media, including manga, anime, tokusatsu, comic books,
graphic novels, video games, and fantasy movies. Other sources include performers from J-pop, Jrock, Visual Kei, fantasy music stories (such as stories by the band Sound Horizon), novels, and objects from cyberspace or the real world that are unique and dramatic (especially if they have or can
be given an anthropomorphic form). This is the definition given in Wikipedia about this worldwide
phenomenon where mainly young people choose to wear very elaborated outfits that have nothing
to do with traditional outfits.
Rael who is visiting Japan at the moment, after seeing some of them in the famous Harajuku area
commented:
Cosplay is a wonderful trend which helps people get out of conventions, tradition and the dictatorial
and intolerant “good taste” concept. It’s so good to see in the streets of Tokyo, thousands of young people everyday wearing it and great that it starts also in many other countries.
May be finally the “good taste” dictatorship of the ugly three piece suit and neck tie for men and of the
Chanel “tailleur” for women, which both were imposed on the world for more than a century, will finally
disappear and be replaced by fantasies, color and creativity like it was the case for thousands of years all
over the world.
When people express themselves through clothes with original colors and shapes and stop conforming to
a unique model of almost military uniformity, then the world can become a much more peaceful place and
each human being reinforce his own creativity. It’s time for the whole world to abandon the European ugly
three piece suit and necktie which were mainly imposed through colonialism, and rediscover their much
more beautiful and colorful traditional clothing. Already in Africa more and more people are abandoning
the European dress to go back to the colorful traditional African attires. It is the same in Asia where the
kimonos have always been the most beautiful dresses in the world making the European three piece suit look
11
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ridiculous. Finally thanks to the young generation it may be the beginning of the end of the ugliest fashion
of all times: the European suit for men.
Be yourself and do everything you can to stay away from “good taste” which is just a normalization
denying other people the right to have different tastes, or just to BE different .
RAEL Applauds Queensland’s Month-long, Nude, ‘Anything Goes’ Party Initiative;
Condemns Catholic Bishop’s ‘Incitation To Hatred’
Rael sent his personal support to Tony Fox, the owner of a controversial holiday resort in northern Queensland, Australia.
Fox has decided to temporarily transform his premises into a hedonistic resort where “anything
goes for a month” during March 2009. According to a local newspaper, inquiries and reservations at
the resort are skyrocketing, and the local bishop is in dismay over “the moral code of behavior” exhibited by those planning to attend.
In a statement released last week, Rael strongly condemned the Bishop of Cairn for “trying to
impose Catholic Talibanization on a society of people who either aren’t Catholic or who freely choose
not to respect the moral code the Catholic Church is trying to impose.”
He said:
“The way this bishop libels people intending to stay at the resort is a clear incitation to hatred toward
both them and Tony Fox. I ask, one more time, that all people recorded as Catholics merely because they
were baptized at birth without their consent, to apostatize from the Catholic Church. Send your apostasy
form to your parish so you can freely live your life far away from this dictatorially induced guilt and the
spreading Catholic Talibanization. And then freely enjoy a beautiful and free sexual life, which can include
homosexuality, birth control, abortion and sexual equality – among other things condemned by the Catholic mullahs. Just like today’s Taliban leaders, who kill those who don’t follow the fanatical Muslim rules in
Middle Eastern Muslim countries, Catholic leaders would love to see the Christian world back to the time
of the Inquisition, when they were able to burn alive those not respecting their dictates. The only difference
between the Muslim authorities and the Catholic bishops is that, thankfully, Catholics aren’t in power anymore. All citizens of free countries – whose constitutions provide for separation of church and state – should
be very active in ensuring that a return to Catholic power is never allowed to happen.”
The Worst Risk In Life Is Not To Take Any Risk At All
BBC News reported that extreme kayakers have been threatened with legal prosecution for canoeing down Llyn Brianne, a steep-sided, 272-foot-deep reservoir in western Wales that holds more than
13 billion gallons of water. The location has been attracting risk-loving kayakers for years.
Welsh Water, the company that owns the site, told the BBC it forbids such water sport activities
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at the reservoir and that it would take action against anyone found to be in violation of this restriction.
“This is yet another attack on individual freedom by rigid administrators,” Rael commented in a
statement released last week. “Every individual has a fundamental right to endanger his or her own life,
whether by climbing mountains, sailing across oceans, racing cars or participating in any other exciting,
risk-prone sport.”
He said the drawbacks of risk avoidance more than outweigh the benefits of a safe but stultifying
existence.
“The worst risk in life is not to take any risks at all. The sanitized and sterilized nature of our present
civilization makes people look like overprotected consumer zombies who behave like robots. For example,
the water company said its restriction is to keep the kayakers ‘from endangering the lives of others.’ Well,
who are these others they speak of? Nobody else is even out there on the water. Instead of condemning this
activity, the company should sponsor the kayakers. That would set a wonderful example for the younger
generation.”
He said he encourages young people to take risks such as those taken by the kayakers publicized in the
BBC report, including those involved in climbing buildings, engaging in free fall or participating in any
other extreme sport. “Such pursuits develop much stronger personalities and can motivate young people to
take on new challenges.
Stem Cells And Public Perception
Last June a pioneering windpipe transplant was carried out by doctors in Barcelona for which
stem cells grown in a Bristol University lab had to be flown ahead. Doctors claim they sought special
permission for a package containing the 60 million cells to be transported from Bristol on an EasyJet
flight. But staff from the airline allegedly refused to allow the package on board claiming that because
it contained more than 100ml of fluid it “posed a security risk”.
The cells, which took five months to grow, had to arrive in Barcelona within 16 hours of their
removal from the Bristol lab before becoming unusable….
The scientists had to charter a private jet in order to get the cells to Spain on time.
Our Beloved Prophet commented: that proves how misinformed the public is regarding stem cells,
which they believe might be dangerous, while they are just like regular cells, similar to every “normal” organ
transported everyday by all airplanes around the world. Media have a great responsibility in this misinformation!
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News From The Raelian Planet
October 7th In Japan
On the day of the transmission, October 7th, even though it was on a weekday, 130 Raelians
gathered around the Maitreya to celebrate this anniversary day.
Eleven people (six women, five men) received the transmission from the Maitreya and were welcomed to our family. Also Satoshi Miyahara, who newly became the National Guide of Thailand,
was empowered on that day.
After the transmission ceremony, the Maitreya shared the teaching of happiness with us.
“Many people who are here today must have wondered at least once what the purpose of life is or what
is the meaning of living on this planet ? Why do we have to go to work, why am I alive? Most people don’t
know the reason, and because so many people don’t know the answer, so many people commit suicide in
Japan and thus making Japan one of the countries with
the highest suicide rate in the world.
If you don’t know the purpose of life, it is hard to
live, so you feel like killing yourself. Many people fill the
void by owning big houses or expensive cars, but these
things won’t make us feel real happiness.
So what is the best way to be happy?
It is to stop thinking about yourself, and start
thinking about others and about how you can make
them happy. Only this way of thinking can make a positive change in your life. We are gathered here for
this reason.
So what is the best way to make others happy? It is to give the Massage
of the Elohim to them. Without the Message, people will tend to believe
in God or Evolution.
Christianity and other one almighty-god religions planted the sense of
guilt into people’s mind in the name of God. Also believing in Evolution
certainly won’t make you happy. How can you be happy thinking and
believing that your great-grand fathers were monkeys?
The Message of the Elohim, this will make a change, it will change
the way you look at things in life. We are alive and exist because we were
created and loved by our creators. And one day, we also will scientifically
create other life in the future.
14
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By cultivating these thoughts, young generations will soon dream about creating new life on another
planet. Looking up at the starry night sky and wondering about space travel, having these dreams and
hopes, we can live happily.
We are not born just to be workers, or just to make money or get depressed. We were created for happiness and pleasure. We can stop suicide by teaching our children about all these things.”
After the Maitraya’s speech, Rafy, Japan’s level 4 guide, sang his original Elohim song. And then,
Maitreya sang a few songs and vibrated us with his singing voice!!!
He always sculpts the neurons of happiness to our brain.
Dear beloved Maitreya, thank you so much for brightly lighting our lives.
We love you.
Michio
Celbration Of October 7th, 63 In Rome
On October 7th, we celebrated in Rome the 33rd anniversary of the second encounter of our Beloved Prophet with
the Elohim../ On that occasion, we had the great honor to receive our National Guide, Marco, and the Roman team did its
best to welcome our bishop guide and all those coming from
afar. The program of the day was rich in many ways but the
most moving moment was at the time of our ‘rendez-vous’
with the Elohim, our Creators, when two amongst us decided to send
their love signature to the Elohim by recognizing them officially as the Creators of
Humanity through the transmission ceremony, the Raelian baptism or shall we say,
the demystified baptism. Antonio from
Sicily and Laura from Argentina both
joined our wonderful family. The day
went on with a delightful buffet followed
by the delicious teachings of the Elohim
through some videos showing our Beloved Prophet as well as speeches by some
Guides. The atmosphere was full of love,
the theme of the day, to celebrate the love
that the Elohim sow on our planet with
15
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their Creation at first and then with the pearls of wisdom they transmitted through their messengers,
the Prophets. When they brought their last Prophet Rael on their planet, 33 years ago, it was to prepare him to transmit these pearls of love!
A special thanks to all the participants for having lit the firework that each one of us have inside
and for making this day a shining celebration, the best way to express our love to our fathers from
the sky!!
Love&Kisses… Roberta Pucci 
My First Transmission In Serbia
Hello from Serbia!
Maybe you don’t know, from this seminar onwards our Beloved Prophet gave permission to National Responsibles to do transmissions even if they are not Guides…
For Serbian people it meant a lot because people have problems with documents and visas...they
can’t travel...
I met this wonderful boy (Dimitrije) who studies astronomy and he wanted to do his transmission...
He will come to the next seminar in Lendava to meet the Prophet :-)
So, Giovanni and I went to Serbia to meet him...
Thank you my lovely Prophet because you give me such a wonderful mission :-)
Lot’s of kisses from Giovanni and I from Serbia
Sanela Porcasi
Korean Ralian Team Participates In Marathon
On October 12th Korean Raelians participated in the marathon race of the ‘Hi Seoul festival’.
The festival is a very big and famous event in Seoul, Korea. Nine Korean Raelians participated in the
10 kilometer race.
During the race, they wore the symbol of infinity on their chests as well as an image of a front
cover of a book which contains the Messages on their backs.
Some people seemed to be surprised and interested in our members.
When the race started, the anchorperson shouted “Cheer up! Raelian!”
It was such a sunny day, and our members enjoyed the race along beautiful streams and flowers.
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After the race, they had time for telepathy and a sweet rest taking a nap in the park.
Even then they were present at another diffusion for a revision campaign of science textbooks.
What an amazing and energetic group of Raelians!!
The team always enjoys sports like soccer and spreads the message to those who are interested in
it. We will keep on spreading our Message and love to people.
A Country Of Culture Of “Being”. A Four-Day Journey In Bhutan (October 5-9).
By Navi, National Guide of Bhutan

Bhutan is a Buddhist country well known for
gross national happiness(GNH) and a non-smoking
country.
I had the special opportunity to visit the country for four days, from October 5th to 9th.
In the Message, the Elohim mentioned a special
book called “Bardo Thodol or Tibetan Book of the
Dead”. This is the only book that shows the Star of
David and the Swastika (Symbol of Elohim).
The Tibetan Book of the Dead is so famous in Tibet and Bhutan that most people recognize it
and one can recognize the Star of David and the Swastika, the infinity symbols of the Elohim (the
official symbol of the Raelian Movement) in it. I could find traces of the symbol of infinity wherever
I visited in Bhutan last year and this year.
On the first day of my visit, I visited Kuensel, the National newspaper in Bhutan, and met Chencho Tshering the Director. I gave him the Messages - The Maitreya (1), Yes to Human Cloning (1).
He welcomed me with smiles and harmony. I told him that the Maitreya is already here on Earth and
Extra-terrestrials look similar to Asians.
The next day, four Bhutanese people had their transmissions done. Some of them are students
from India, so they came to Bhutan from Kolkata, India for a couple of days by train.
They already knew that the philosophy of the Raelian Movement resembles Bhutan Buddhism,
and wanted to become members of the Raelian Movement. It says that they agree with the essentials
of the Message that all religions on the earth come from one single original root.
During my visit to Bhutan, I got help from a young tour guide. Showing the Message, I asked
him if it is ok to spread it to Bhutanese people. He answered without any hesitation that “this message
is related to Buhddism so it is no problem. ”The same answer as last year! He helped me voluntarily;
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he strongly supported me, too.
Bhutanese people are especially friendly to foreigners and very kind.
During this visit, I also had the chance to meet Khentrul being called “Rimpoche” (on the picture
below with Navi) at the Bhutan National Airport on 5th, October. He invited me very kindly for
lunch on October 7th. And I could talk with him and his friend, a Bhutanese Lama, closely.
Khuentrul is Bhutanese and the Chairman of the Buddhist monastery in Taiwan. He was very
feminine, kind, and warm.
On the flight leaving Bhutan, while seeing the huge rivers and mountains of the Himalayas wearing white clouds as well as small and rare houses, an idea hit me, suddenly:
-----------------------------------------------------All people will respect, understand, and love
each other, then this planet will be full of happiness
without any war.
-----------------------------------------------------it.

I could find hope for Humanity during this vis-

The Raelians who live here and I will devote our
whole efforts to make all Bhutanese read the message
of light, which has been waited for them, leading official acknowledgment of the Raelian Movement by
the Bhutan government.
In December 2008, there will be the coronation of the 5th King, Jigme Khesar Namgyel
Wangchuk.
People reckoned that Bhutan will prosper on the spiritual side as well as the economic one thanks
to the new constitutional monarchy.
Let me bow as a mark of thanks for the love, purity and passion for humanity during the last 35
years from the Maitreya Rael who has devoted his whole life to spreading the message of love and
non-violence on Earth.
And also, I want to show the extracts of Our Beloved Prophet’s speech about Bhutan in August,
2006.
“Bhutan thanks to its wonderful King is the most beautiful example in the world of what this
planet needs: giving priority to a culture of “being” instead of a culture of “having”. A culture
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of “having” creates wars, genocides, pollution and chaos through the illusion of happiness coming from outside. A culture of “being” creates a real happiness coming from inside, peace, and
harmony.” “The policy of Bhutan which focuses on inner contentment rather than money is an
example to the whole world.”
Maitreya RAEL,2006
Our Beloved Prophet sent his congratulations to the new King of Bhutan a few days ago while the Western media chose to
criticize the grand aspect of the celebration.

Quebec Style Diffusion In A Switzerland At War
During a romantic journey in Europe, I was given a ‘rendez-vous’ at a place called ‘Buffet de la
Gare’, in G’nèv (this is how they pronounce Geneva over there). Curiously, while looking for the
premises, I learned that it didn’t exist anymore. After asking several times, tired of searching, I was
finally told that it was previously in that cafe within the station that is now called Passaggio.
On the following week, by mistake, thinking I was going to the airport station, I ended up again
within that train station into the Passagio. I don’t know anything about Geneva, except that transit café
( and the Rolex shop window with a very modest $96,800 unnecessary watch). As I was on vacation
and I didn’t have any wine since I arrived two weeks before, I decided to have fun and order a glass of
red wine to kill the two next hours of waiting. Mr. Roger to whom I ordered the wine, a sympathetic
employee, told me that he recognized my Raelian symbol which I have worn outrageously since my
arrival in Switzerland. Actually I had brought only T-shirts portraying our different Raelian actions
with me, like: Ufoland-Rael, RAEL-Miami Beach, Rael Racing Team, Mediashit, etc., and I always
wear my coat with an embroidery on its back that reads: WWW.RAEL.ORG - The last Prophet.
When my hostess of the day, Lilou – thanks Lilou and Philippe for your patience- finally arrived,
she told me that this place was the exact place where Philippe Chablot was denied a beer because he
was Raelian. I was completely flabbergasted since, during my brief stay, I had been able to talk pleasantly about my philosophy to Mr. Roger, a magnificent waiter of African origin, to Sylvie, one of the
waitresses who told me that she was from Vichy, explaining to me that it was the city where Rael was
born ( she even came to me later to give me a message from Lilou who couldn’t find me at the airport
hihihi), to a couple of Africans from Togo who told me he knew of the symbol I was proudly wearing - those who know me know that I never go anywhere without saying that I am Raelian… (never
Martine ;-) -, to a sympathetic Swiss girl who reminded me of a Quebecer in the month of January
with her warm hat ( it was only the end of October), to Mr. Armand, a regular of the place according
to Sylvie; an interesting man who dared to come and talk to me at my first visit. He probably dared
because of his physical handicap in a country where all seem to me handicapped from simple human
contacts, like a glance, a hello ( only in Geneva, of course, dear Swiss friends).
I have always dreamt to go and ask for a drink in the place where it was refused to Philippe, so you
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can imagine the pleasure I felt when I learned that, thanks to our actions to show what is right and
our pride to be Raelian, I was able to peacefully drink my glass of local wine and happily talk about
my philosophy, even to the employees of this new business, while ignoring that just a few months ago
I would have been ‘persona non grata’. Thanks Philippe for the fight you lead and that seemed like a
defeat to the media. I assure you that the place is quite welcoming and I invite you to have a beer on
me there. Thank you Martine to have allowed me to have this moment of Raelian joy that one experiences only when living it. European Raelians, Raelians from everywhere, do not fear showing who
you are, people do not react the way the liar-media try to portray them!
Thank you Beloved Prophet for allowing me to know such wonderful people all over the planet.
Dear brothers and sisters, never doubt about it, despite the pollution from your harassing environment; walk proud, always showing your wonderful difference. We share the same goal to have the
truth about our origin known and to prepare the welcome of those who came from the sky to create
a garden that they lent to us for a while. It is that goal that unites us, Raelians of the world.
I love you Raelian brothers and sisters and I thank you for standing up when offended by injustice
and for asking for respect, together, in view of this historical moment to come which we worship with
a sincere love, without mysticism.
As I had to commute in Amsterdam, I had some time to visit this very nice airport where I was
surprised to see a sign showing ‘Meditation Center’. It is actually a place dedicated to all those who
want to meditate or pray, whatever their religion; it was a great opportunity for me to go and practice
my five daily meditations. Surrounded by three praying Muslims on their knees and a Christian who
was sitting, reading his bible, I took a comfortable position in front of a large picture of the symbol,
an essential accessory of a journey. Interested by this great initiative, I chatted at length with the man
in charge of this meeting place who explained to me that the
center was intended to bring human beings from all religions
and all practices, closer, without any discrimination. He expressed his interest in having a copy of the Messages in order
to have it available in the library, for people having a break
there to use. When you go through Amsterdam airport, do
not miss the meditation center and let me know if the French
and English copies of the messages that I sent right away after
my arrival, are displayed there.
I love you... from the most incredible adventure that we
will offer to the whole of Humanity!
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Daniel Barenboim Receives The Messages In Paris
Director DANIEL BARENBOIM, nominated Honorary Guide by our Beloved Prophet last
January for his actions in favor of peace in the Middle East ( see contact issue #345, ‘ A True Israeli
Gandhi’), was in Paris on August 25th for a great concert at ‘Salle Pleyel’, the last performance of the
2008 tour of the West-Eastern Divan Orchestra. This orchestra, created in 1999 in order to promote
peace between Israeli and Palestinians, now counts some 80 musicians from Israel, Andalusia and
several Arabic countries including Iran. After an afternoon meeting with Nicolas Sarkozy, the French
President, to whom he defended the creation of a cultural Israeli-Palestinian TV channel, Daniel
Barenboïm was about to meet, in this historical place for us Raelians, two individuals who were much
more important than a chief of state.... two messengers of the last Prophet, PHILIPPE LEVAUX and
NADIANA WAKIM, who gave him the Messages as well as several important letters. Here is their
testimony..
It was an extraordinary concert with Daniel Barenboïm and his orchestra formed of young men
and women from the whole Middle East.
What a joy to attend such a concert! Daniel Barenboim is a true Honorary Guide in action.
At the end of the concert, the audience applauded for about half an hour; not only for the remarkable quality of the concert but also because Daniel Barenboïm hugged each one of the musicians
of the orchestra. I couldn’t stop being moved while looking at him, I was thinking of our Beloved
Prophet who has often given us such particular attention and who gave his first big conference right
in that same location. It was like a first big cycle was completed!!!
We were in the second row and Nadiana Wakim was able to offer him the English version of the
book and the letters.
Once he had hugged everyone, Daniel Barenboïm talked to
the audience in impeccable French. He explained that it was the
last concert of his tour and that was the reason why he hugged
all the members of the orchestra and he congratulated them to
be there as they are all at risk after being part of this tour since
their countries are at war and they are forbidden to meet. The
only place where they could do it was this orchestra. Daniel
Barenboïm added that his goal was to offer a third way. Not a
political one, not a military one, a way to live side by side, to
live together!
Love
Philippe Levaux and Nadiana Wakim
and the whole French celebrity team managed by Jean21
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Pierre Saulnier
Diffusion At The Ufo Monument In Mexico!
It is my pleasure to inform you that I visited the house of culture of the city of Cuautla... It is
possible to leave pamphlets describing the Movement there. Isn’t (IT) wonderful?
Also on November 9th, I went back to the UFO monument of Metepec, where I met a Cuban professor of construction and several young
people interested by the UFO phenomenon thanks to our diffusion! It was
a perfect day of diffusion!
Fathers Elohim, I am eternally grateful for the teachings that you offer
me on the way to the Embassy.
Nicolás Ortiz, guide assistant
In Argentina
Dear Brothers
I salute you in the love of Elohim…
On September 10th, the responsible for Human
Rights from the Ukrainian government, Mrs. Nina
Karpachova, was visiting Argentina. I had the great
pleasure to discuss with her and took this opportunity
to talk to her about the Raelian philosophy and our
Beloved Prophet Rael. I also gave her two books, ‘The
Message given by Extraterrestrials’ and ‘yes to Human
Cloning’. She was pleased to receive them. That was
another way to have the Messages shine and to let people know that we are working at full pace for
Humanity.
Kisses from Buenos Aires., Roly Cordoba, National Guide of Argentina
Benin
Fikira, trainee-Guide from Benin, an artist and an increasingly famous singer in his country, was
nominated best African Reggae singer at the Kora awards , see link below and a YouTube video with
a surprise at 2 min 57 sec -))
http://www.koraawards.org/php/accueil/index.php?lang=fr&page=detail_nommes&vid=349
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xhzMvCy8pAk
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A Noticeable Come Back For Aramis At The Montreal Gay Pride
By Julie-Maude

After three years absence, Aramis enabled the Raelians to make a noticeable come back within the
LGBT community of Montreal.
In August 2004, the organizers of the
gay pride had excluded us, asking us not
to come back the following year as they
didn’t like our slogan stating that the pope
is the #1 sponsor of Aids. In 2007 the
same organizers decided to not take part
in the Montreal Gay Pride anymore. A
Raelian girl who is very active in the Gay
and Lesbian community of Montreal,
participated then in the creation of a new
association which would take over the organization of the community day and the
parade. She took that opportunity to make sure that the chart of the association includes a statement
against any discrimination, whether racial, sexual and of course religious.
The result was impressive. When we register Aramis to get a booth during the community day,
we were so nicely welcomed that they even invited us to be part of the parade.! Which proves that
nothing is constant and the wind is starting to blow in another direction...
On August 16th, Aramis responsible for Montreal, the charming Véronique, with Aramis responsible for Canada, Fabrice, prepared a superb stand, on Ste-Catherine Street. A manifesto has been
proposed to the public, inviting them to “Break the chain of discrimination by loving differences”
whether they are differences of culture, gender, orientation, philosophy or religion, asking them to
sign a huge banner that would be unfolded during the parade on the following day. About 60 people
committed with their signatures with pleasure. Even the Mayor of Montreal, Gérald Tremblay, has
agreed to have his picture taken in front of our stand! A first...
The day after, at the parade, about twenty beautiful Raelians full of enthusiasm spread this message of love of differences and showed with their revolutionary harmony and their joy for life, their
total commitment for this cause. Then, as a warm-up for the Gotopless day that was planned a few
days later in the US, several of our brothers and sisters went on and showed their breasts through the
whole parade under a burning sun. The welcome and support from the crowd - especially from the
women- when seeing the naked breasts was splendid.
In summary, we made a noticeable come back that moved everyone.
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Utah – Pride Festival And Intelligent Design Lecture
by Riki, Cedar City, Utah USA)

It was Saturday, September 25(25th ) in Springdale, Utah – the gateway to Zion National Park.
Marching down the main highway were twirling rainbow flags, men in pink boxer briefs and a troupe
of boxy, purple robots. Right in the middle of all this was our Raelian float decorated with Intelligent
Design and Aramis banners. Three beautiful sexy angels atop the float waved to the cheering crowd
as four of our team walked alongside and passed out flyers to the enthusiastic onlookers. A portable
audio system onboard the float enhanced the effect with exciting rhythmic music accompanying the
sensuous movements of our enchanting angels.
After the parade, we all went to the festival area where a large stage centrally located offered continuous entertainment. Our Raelian booth was located amongst the vendor booths – some manned
by non-profit organizations like ourselves while others were selling various goods, services, food, etc.
Our booth had a large table in front with samples of downloadable Raelian books and flyers (some
specifically explaining Aramis and our philosophy about homosexuality). One corner of the table had
a big Aramis poster. A large Aramis banner, clearly visible from the front of the booth, hung from the
table as members of our team mingled with passersby - handing out flyers, answering questions, and
explaining the Messages. This was an excellent opportunity for publicizing our lecture planned for
the following week with posters and flyers printed especially for that purpose.
The Southern Utah Pride Parade and Festival was now in its sixth year with over 2,800 people
paying to attend this year’s festival. This was more than double last year’s 1,000 attendees which is
quite amazing, since Springdale is in southern Utah where an estimated 80% of the population is
Mormon, mostly religious, and strongly opposed to gays.
Our lecture in St. George was the following Thursday. Eight different radio stations gave us daily
spots for a whole week before the lecture, and at Dixie State College, we advertised in the student
newspaper and put up 30 posters on every public bulletin board on campus with attached flyers (like
mini-posters) that could be taken.
The theme of the lecture was “Intelligent Design =
Science”, and it was planned with intermingled speaking,
video and slide presentations which altogether lasted about
an hour. After discussing the scientific basis for Intelligent
Design, Biblical sources were presented that supported Intelligent Design by the Elohim. Finally, the incorrectness
of several Biblical translations and the reasons for this were
discussed and it was shown that after correction, some of
the most central Biblical passages are directly supportive of
the Elohim’s Messages. After the lecture, participants were
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given reference material showing the sources of Biblical quotations, the corrected translations of some
of them, and how to obtain further information, etc.
The success of both these events was a result of
the harmonious teamwork by everyone involved. The
Pride team from Las Vegas included Thomas, Angelina, Heriberto, Juyoung, Martin ,and Ouhi; beautiful posters and flyers were prepared by Claude; Becki
(the first female Raelian in Utah) helped with everything from media contacts and arranging the lecture
venue, to actively participating in both the Pride
events and the lecture. Kobi (from Israel) sent some
most helpful material that was included as part of the
lecture presented by Riki.
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